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With the rapid development of China’s Internet finance industry and the continuous growth of transaction amount in recent
years, a variety of financial risks have increased, especially credit risk in the financial industry. Also, the credit risk evaluation is
usually made by using the application card scoring model, which has the shortcomings of strict data assumption and inability to
process complex data. In order to overcome the limitations of the credit card scoring model and evaluate credit risk better, this
paper proposes a credit evaluation model based on extreme gradient boosting tree (XGBoost) machine learning (ML) algorithm to
construct a credit risk assessment model for Internet financial institutions. At the same time, an Internet lending company in
China is taken as a case study to compare the performance of the traditional credit card scoring model and the proposed machine
learning (ML) algorithm model. ,e results show that ML algorithm has a very significant advantage in the field of Internet
financial risk control, it has more accurate prediction results and has no particularly strict assumptions and restrictions on data,
and the process of processing data is more convenient and reliable. We should increase the application of ML in the field of
financial risk control. ,e value of this paper lies in enriching the related research of financial technology and providing a new
reference for the practice of financial risk control.

1. Introduction

Since the 1970s, human society has entered the industrial 3.0
era marked by the application of electronic information
technology, and computer technology and Internet have
been widely used in various fields and integrated with
traditional industries, giving birth to new business models
and formats [1]. With the rapid development of China’s
economy and the popularity of network technology, the
traditional financial industry and Internet technology are
integrated and derived into a series of network-based fi-
nancial products [2]. However, due to the imperfection of
the trading system and the lack of convenience of operation,
Internet finance did not enter the public’s attention until
“Yu‘E Bao” was launched by a financial service company in
2013, leading to the vigorous development stage of Internet
finance [3]. Relying on big data and cloud computing

technology, Internet finance forms functional financial
formats and services in the open Internet platform, in-
cluding Internet innovation and e-commerce innovation of
traditional financial institutions, APP software, e-commerce
enterprises of nonfinancial institutions using Internet
technology for financial operation, P2P network credit
platform, crowd-funding network investment platform, and
financial resource mode of mobile financing APP and third-
party payment platform [4]. At present, Internet finance has
been on a healthy development track in the strategic en-
vironment of “green finance” and “science and technology
power” advocated by the state and the Chinese government
[5].

Due to the late start of China’s Internet finance, the
regulatory system needs to be improved. Internet finance not
only brings vitality to financial enterprises and social fi-
nancing and investment activities but also causes various
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potential risks and challenges. From 2016 to 2018, more than
200 Internet financial platforms in China have defaulted.,e
credit risk of the involved platforms leads to huge losses,
such as operators’ fraud or loss of money with them, overdue
repayment by borrowers, and collapse of P2P platforms [6].
Based on the increasing negative effect of Internet financial
risk on society, it is urgent to establish an effective risk
control system. In the traditional financial industry, the
credit scoring card model is usually established to deal with
credit risk. It uses a large number of historical credit data to
describe the customer’s income status, credit history, pay-
ment level, and other indicators and gives different weights.
,e indicators are divided into several levels and scored
according to the historical data of customers to obtain the
relevant credit rating [7].

However, due to the complexity of the modelling process
and the limited accuracy of processing a large number of
highly complex information, the traditional credit score card
model is prone to bias and has some limitations in Internet
financial risk management [8]. In this paper, the ML model
is proposed to predict credit risk by collecting and mining
Internet data, repeatedly calculating, and verifying. ,rough
case study and empirical study, it is concluded that under the
same data sources, the ML model has higher accuracy and
recall rate than the traditional credit scoring model, and it
plays an important role in the Internet financial risk control
system. ,e main contributions of this paper are as follows.

1.1. Contribution in (eory. ,is paper enriches the theory
of ML in the field of financial risk control. ,e theoretical
research on the application of ML in Internet financial risk
control in China has not yet formed a perfect system. At the
same time, most of the foreign research focuses on the fi-
nancial market system risk early warning, anti-money
laundering of financial institutions, and other aspects, and
research focusing on the content of Internet financial risk
control is relatively small. In this paper, the application of
ML algorithm in the credit risk management of Internet
finance is first proposed, which has strong innovation.

1.2. Contribution in Practice. In view of the serious credit
risk in China’s Internet financial industry, this paper pro-
poses a financial risk control method based on ML algo-
rithm. At the same time, the case study verifies the
superiority of the proposed method. ,erefore, this study
provides valuable and meaningful guidance for the risk
management of the actual Internet financial industry and
helps to reduce the risk of China’s Internet financial
industry.

,is paper proposes that universities, scientific research
institutions, and Internet financial industry should coop-
erate and communicate with each other. It promotes the
latest research results in ML algorithm of scientific research
institutions, which can well transfer the value of its practice,
that is, to serve the Internet financial industry. ,e appli-
cation of science and technology is emphasized. It promotes
the close relationship between industry and academia, thus

contributing to the strategy of “rejuvenating the country
through science and education” advocated by China.

1.3. Contribution for Further Research. ,is paper presents
the application of ML algorithm in Internet financial risk
control. Because the traditional risk assessment method has
been widely used and has strong interpreted ability, the ideal
situation is that the two methods are effectively combined.
,en, the proposedmethod provides a preliminary reference
for the future combination of traditional credit scoring
model and ML algorithm model. With the deepening of
future research, we will explore how to effectively combine
different advanced methods.

,e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives the background and related work. ,is

section reviews the related research results of financial in-
dustry risk control at home and abroad and points out the
shortcomings of these achievements and the basic ideas of
this paper. Section 3 presents the technical model. ,is
section describes the credit card scoring theory model and
XGBoost ML method model and points out the evaluation
model-related indicators. Section 4 is devoted to case study
and empirical analysis. We take a P2P enterprise in China as
an example and analyze the advantages of the proposed
model. In Section 5, we draw a conclusion.

2. Background and Related Work

,is section will systematically introduce the research
background and related work. It lists the relevant research
on the credit evaluation method by international scholars
and Chinese scholars through reading literature.,e specific
work in this section is divided into academic research on
credit scoring, international scholars’ research on ML in the
field of financial risk control, and Chinese scholars’ research
on financial risk control.

At the end of this section, it is pointed out that the
traditional credit scoring model for financial risk control has
limitations, that is, the data have strict assumptions, and it
must be linear and cannot process large-scale data.,emain
research content of this paper is the application of ML al-
gorithm in the field of Internet financial risk control.

2.1. Traditional Credit Scoring Model. ,e history of credit
scoring in the world can be traced back to the 1950s.
Mathematician Earl Isaac and engineer Bill Fair first
established the world’s first commercial credit scoring
system FICO and extended it to the financial system [9].
After that, financial institutions make credit decisions
through the 5C credit discrimination method [10]. 5C
discriminant analysis is composed of five evaluation factors,
such as the lender’s role, capital, collateral, capacity, and
environment. It comprehensively forecasts the performance
of borrowers. ,e limitation of this method is that it is
inefficient in processing large-scale data.

However, with the expansion of the loan scale of fi-
nancial institutions and the increase of the number of
borrowers, the above credit evaluation method is not
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applicable, and a new method, that is, the credit scoring
method, has been adopted. Financial institutions build data-
driven models based on quantifiable characteristics of
borrowers to manage credit risk [11]. ,e credit score is
based on the historical credit data of the borrower, and the
credit score is calculated by the model, and the credit
granting person determines whether to grant credit or not
and the credit line according to the credit score. Hand and
Henley pointed out that the statistical techniques and
quantitative methods in the construction of scorecards have
been extended from discriminant analysis and linear re-
gression methods widely used in the early stage to logical
regression, probit regression, nonparametric smoothing
method, Markov chain model, recursive segmentation, ex-
pert system, and genetic algorithm [12].

Subsequently, Lee and other scholars empirically studied
the effectiveness of using multiple adaptive regression spine
(MARS) and classified regression tree (CART) for credit
scoring. ,e two methods are superior to the traditional
discriminant analysis and logical regression methods in the
accuracy of credit scoring [13]. According to Bee et al. [14],
with the development of current data mining technology, the
process of establishing a credit scoring model is more
convenient, and various new technologies have been de-
veloped. However, in the practical application of financial
institutions, the commonly used technologies are still logical
regression and decision tree because such technologies are
more convenient in identifying important input variables,
interpreting results, and building models.

2.2. Application of ML in Financial Risk Control. With the
development of big data and data mining technology, in-
ternational scholars have formed rich research results onML
in credit risk prediction and evaluation. Because the goal of
the credit management of financial institutions is to opti-
mize the business performance and minimize the risk, de-
cision rules should be established to make credit decisions.
,erefore, clustering algorithm is widely used in the credit
scoring system in the early stage. For example, William and
Huang combined the K-means clustering method with the
supervision method for insurance risk identification [15].

Furthermore, Yeo et al. [16], used hierarchical clustering
technology to predict the risk of automobile insurance in-
dustry. Different customer risk levels are identified by
clustering technology to make operational decisions on
credit limit. With the increase of data scale, scholars try to
build more complex models, such as Khandani, Kim and so
on. ,ey use ML algorithm and statistical model to predict
consumer default risk with massive customer transaction
records and credit management agency data. ,eir research
results show that ML technology reduces the prediction
error of 6% to 25% compared with the traditional linear
regression model [17]. Chakrabort and Joseph trained a set
of financial distress prediction model based on ML and
proposed that the ML method was better than the statistical
models such as logical regression. In terms of the receiver
operating characteristic area discrimination, there is about
10% significant improvement [18]. Ticknor proposed to use

neural network algorithm to predict financial market be-
havior. Empirical results show that the model constructed by
this algorithm has the same prediction effect as the advanced
model without data preprocessing [19]. Gogas and Agra-
petidou constructed a prediction model of financial insti-
tutions bankruptcy based on support vector machine,
analyzed the data of financial statements publicly disclosed
by banks, and predicted the number of bankruptcies of
American financial institutions from 2007 to 2013. ,e
model shows 99.2% prediction accuracy [20].

Rtayli and Enneya proposed an enhanced credit card risk
identification method based on random forest classifier and
support vector machine feature selection algorithm to
predict fraud risk. Experimental results show that the
classification performance of the algorithm is better than
that of local outlier factor, isolated forest, and decision tree
algorithms on large datasets [21]. Plawiak et al. proposed
deep genetic hierarchical learner network (DGHLN) algo-
rithm, which is an excellent learner training method based
on genetic hierarchical training. 21% of the credit rate in
Germany was verified by cross validation [22].

2.3. Current Situation and Background of Related Research in
China. China’s credit reporting system has not yet entered a
mature stage. At present, less than 50% of the population in
China can generate credit report in the People’s Bank of
China, which limits the accuracy of the traditional credit
scoring card model in assessing the credit risk of the lender.
With the advent of the Internet era in recent years, big data
and artificial intelligence technologies have gradually de-
veloped and spread in domestic financial market risk con-
trol, making up for the lack of credit data. By analyzing the
borrower’s Internet information and converting it into
feature vector, ML algorithm is used to predict the potential
default risk. ,e success of this model in Internet financial
risk control has attracted domestic scholars’ in-depth re-
search. For example, Hou and Liu applied the support vector
machine nonlinear classifier to the bank credit risk assess-
ment and analyzed and compared the experimental results
with different kernel functions and parameters [23].

Subsequently, Hou and Xue used the approximate
support vector machine (PSVM) model in ML principle to
conduct an empirical analysis on the personal housing loan
data of a commercial bank in Xi’an market. ,e results show
that the accuracy of the model in predicting the credit risk of
individual housing loans of commercial banks reaches 87.5%
[24]. Hu et al. established the credit risk assessment model
under the supply chain finance mode by using support
vector machine. By comparing with themodel established by
principal component analysis and logical regressionmethod,
it is confirmed that the credit risk assessment system based
on SVM is more effective and superior [25].

Based on the idea of data mining, Zhao and Chen used
customer credit consumption behavior data and rough set
theory to reduce the condition attributes in the decision
table, constructed a decision tree algorithm based on vari-
able precision weighted average roughness and Gini index,
and predicted the default repayment of customers according
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to the decision attribute value. ,e experimental results
show that the improved dynamic early warning model of
credit card consumption credit risk based on rough set and
decision tree algorithm is often better than the basic sta-
tistical model and ML algorithm in terms of accuracy and
stability [26]. Liu and Tang used the area under the ROC
curve AUC value as the classification performance index of
the binary classification algorithm, constructed a feature
selection algorithm AUCRF based on random forest algo-
rithm, and made an empirical analysis of Australian credit
data in UCI ML database. ,e results show that the model
based on AUCRF algorithm can obtain higher classification
performance with smaller feature subset, AUC� 0.9346 [27].

2.4. ML in Credit Scoring for Internet Financial Risk
Management. Note that many methods and technologies
for risk control in the financial field have been proposed in
the existing literature, including traditional methods for
credit risk management in Internet finance. However, this
paper first mainly introduces ML algorithm into Internet
finance credit risk management. We can verify the inno-
vation of this paper by comparing the existing research
results of credit risk management with the contents of this
paper.

,is study uses “Internet financial credit scoring,” “ML
in Credit Scoring,” and “application ML and Internet fi-
nancial risk control” as keywords to search.,e search scope
is review articles on financial risk management published
from 2010 to 2020.,e study selected peer-reviewed journals
and conference articles because of their high quality. We
choose the article by reading the conclusion and abstract,
and sometimes we need to read the whole article. All un-
published work and dissertations are not included in this
current study. Other existing literatures include systematic
research on bankruptcy forecasting or the use of credit
scoring models, as well as the application of ML in tradi-
tional financial field. Table 1 lists the literature investigated
and does not mention the application of ML algorithm in the
field of Internet financial risk management.

,rough literature review, it can be seen that focusing on
the research of ML algorithm applied in traditional credit
scoring model in the field of Internet financial credit risk
management research is insufficient. However, the tradi-
tional credit evaluation methods have limitations in mul-
tidimensional and large-scale data analysis, and the model
method has strict limitations in distribution hypothesis and
linearity. It is difficult for Internet credit data to meet the
requirements of the traditional model. ,e ML algorithm
based on big data and artificial intelligence can make ac-
curate analysis and prediction of multisource and multitype
data and has developed rapidly. Traditional risk measure-
ment methods predict the future default risk based on the
borrower’s historical data and personal characteristics, while
ML algorithm has extensive expansion in the dimension of
obtaining information, which can deeply analyze the cor-
relation between such information and default risk based on
behavioral information, soft information, and hard infor-
mation. In the current research, there are few literatures

comparing the traditional credit evaluation model and ML
model, and the research on the integration of the two
methods to evaluate the credit risk of Internet finance is
relatively rare. ,erefore, on the basis of reading the relevant
literature at home and abroad, this paper uses ML algorithm
to construct the credit risk model, verifies the performance
of ML model better than the traditional credit score card
model through empirical verification, makes a deep dis-
cussion on how to convert the ML model into the score card
model, and puts forward suggestions on the construction of
risk control system of Internet financial industry by ML.

3. Model and Evaluation Metric

In this part, the algorithms of credit scoring model and ML
model will be discussed. In addition, some evaluation in-
dexes about the performance of the model are introduced.
,e function of this part is to lay the foundation for the case
study and empirical analysis in the next section.

3.1. Credit Scoring Model. Credit scoring is a supervised
learning method, which is essentially a binary classification.
According to the historical data characteristics of customers
of various categories, a mathematical model is established to
predict the default risk of lenders according to “good bor-
rowers” and “bad borrowers” [36]. Because of its strong
interpreting ability, logistic regression (LR) is the most
commonly used model in credit scoring. ,e formula of
logistic regression model is as follows:

P(y � −1|x) � 1 − P(y � +1|x) �
exp a0 + a

T
x 

1 + exp a0 + a
T
x 

,

P(y � +1|x) �
1

1 + exp a0 + a
T
x 

,

(1)

where x ∈ R is feature vector; p(y � +1|x) is the probability
that the eigenvector borrower x is classified as a non-
defaulting customer; and p(y � −1|x) is the probability that
the eigenvector borrower x is classified as a defaulting
customer. a0, a  represents whether the model parameters
are estimated by using, for example, the maximum likeli-
hood estimation of the training dataset [37]. Once the model
parameters are estimated, the decision on the eigenvector x
is recorded as y � +1, if

P(y � +1|x)≥P(y � −1|x). (2)

According to the above calculation of customer credit
evaluation process, credit decision rules can be summarized
as follows:

y �
+1, for 1≥ exp a0 + a

T
x ,

−1, otherwise.

⎧⎨

⎩ (3)

3.2. XGBoost Integrated Learning Method. Qi de et al.
proposed the XGBoost algorithm [38] solving real-world
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classification problem. ,ey posit that XGBoost is an opti-
mized version of gradient boosting machine. ,e main im-
provement on GBDT is the normalization of the loss function
tomitigate model variances.,is also reduces the complexities
of modelling and hence the likelihood of model overfitting
[39]. Meanwhile, the conventional method uses decision trees
as a classification basis. In contrast, XGBoost supports linear
classifiers, applicable not only to classifications but also to
linear regressions.,e traditional approach only deals with the
first derivative in learning but XGBoost improves the loss
function with Taylor expansion. While the level of com-
plexities increases for the learning of trees, the normalization
prevents the problems associated with overfitting [40].

,e algorithm has unique advantages in sparse data
processing, approximate tree building, and parallel com-
puting, which makes ML technology widely used in me-
chanical engineering, rail transit, automation technology,
and other fields [41]. XGBoost is a gradient lifting ensemble
algorithm based on decision tree and linear model. Its basic
idea is to combine some decision tree models to form a
model with high accuracy. If we give the data as
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xi, yi), i � 1, 2, . . . , n, xi represents
the independent variable, and yi represents the a dependent
variable. ,e calculation steps are as follows:

y
t
i � 

t

k�1
fk xi(  � y

(t−1)
i + ft xi( , (4)

where yt
i is the predicted value of themodel in the round t and

XGBoost model algorithm is formed by continuous iteration,
and each iteration is trained by adding a lesson of decision tree
to the prediction value yt

i of the previous round. In general,
the formula of the objective function is as follows:

obj(w) � L(w) +Ω(w), (5)

where w is the parameter to be estimated, L(w) is the loss
function, and Ω(w) is the regularization term. ,erefore,
minimizing obj(w) is the criterion for selecting f(x).

obj(t)
� 

n

i�1
l yi, y

(t)
  + 

t

i�1
Ω fi( 

� 
n

i�1
l yi, y

(t−1)
+ f(x)  +Ω fi(  + constant.

(6)

Taylor expansion is used to expand the approximate
objective function and remove the constant term. ,e final
objective function is as follows:

gi � zy(t−1)
l yi, y

(t−1)
 ,

hi � z
2
y(t−1)

l yi, y
(t−1)

 ,

obj(t)
� 

n

t�1
gift xi(  +

1
2
hif

2
t xi(   +Ω(f)t.

(7)

In XGBoost algorithm, the following improvements
will be made: the decision tree is divided into the structure
part Q of the tree and the weight (fraction) part w of the leaf
node.

ft(x) � wq(x). (8)

Moreover, the complexity of the tree is redefined as

Ω(f)t � cT +
1
2
λ

T

j�1
w

2
j , (9)

where T represents the number of leaf nodes. Under these
new definitions, the new form of objective function is

Table 1: Existing literature surveys on financial risk management and their differences from this survey paper.

Survey
paper

Articles
searched Objective Difference from this paper

[28] 165

Research on the bankruptcy risk of financial
institutions Internet financial risk management was not mentioned

Investigation of model type by decade ,e application of ML algorithm was not involved
Compare model performance Credit risk was not considered

[29] 214
Research on the application of traditional

credit card scoring model Deep learning models were not covered
Comparing models based on performance

[30] 130 ML in financial crisis prediction Credit risk was not covered
Focus on private enterprise Not related to financial industry

[31] Not specified Comparing models based on credit rating
Internet financial risk management was not mentioned

Lack of evidence to prove that it is advisable to introduce ML
algorithm into credit card scoring model

[32] 187
Proposing a new method for scoring Deep learning models were not covered

Compare traditional techniques Internet financial risk management was not includedConceptual discussion

[33] 6
Focus on bankruptcy prediction Internet financial risk management was not included

Models are compared based on design,
datasets, and baselines Credit risk was not covered

[34, 35] 49 ,e search formodels to predict the prices of
financial markets

Internet financial risk management was not included
Credit risk was not covered
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obj(t)
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n

t�1
gift xi(  +

1
2
hif

2
t xi(   +Ω(f)t,

� 
n

t�1
giwq(x) +

1
2
hiw

2
q(x)  + cT +

1
2
λ

T

j�1
w

2
j ,

� 
T

j�1

i∈Ij

giwj +
1
2


i∈Ij

hi
⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ +λ⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠w

2
j

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + cT.

(10)

If Gj � i∈Ij
gi, , Hji∈Ij

hi, the objective function can be
further rewritten as

obj(t)
� 

T

j�1
Giwj +

2
2

Hi + λ( w
2
j  + cT. (11)

After the objective function is obtained, the optimal
value of wj can be obtained by finding the reciprocal of wj

and making it equal to zero:

w
∗
j � −

Gj

Hj + λ
. (12)

Substituting equation (12) into the objective function, we
can get

obj � −
1
2



T

j�1

G
2
j

Hj + λ
+ cT. (13)

3.3. Evaluation Metric. For the traditional credit scoring
model, in order to improve the speed and accuracy of
calculation, we need to select variables before establishing
the model. ,e choice of variables is based on their infor-
mation value, which is abbreviated as IV. Information value
describes the importance of the contribution of variables to
the prediction results of the model. We choose to add
variables with high IV value to the model, while variables
with too small IV value will not be added to the model. If we
want to calculate IV, firstly need to calculate the WOE, that
is, the weight of evidence. WOE is a form of encoding the
original independent variable. If you want to code a variable,
you need to first group the variable (also known as dis-
cretization, boxing, etc.); after grouping, the calculation
formula of WOE for group I is as follows:

WOEi � ln
pyi

pni

 

IVi � pyi − pni(  × WOEi,

� pyi − pni(  × ln
pyi

pni

 ,

�
yi

yT

−
ni

nT

  ×
yi/yT

ni/nT

 ,

IV � 
n

i

IVi,

(14)

where Pyi is the proportion of bad samples to all bad samples
in this group, Pni is the proportion of good samples to all
good samples in this group, yi is the number of bad samples
in this group, ni is the number of good samples in this group,
yT is the number of all good samples in the sample, and nT is
the number of all bad samples in the sample.

For the machine learning model, there are many eval-
uation indexes, and the commonly used indexes are accuracy
rate, true positive rate, false positive rate, accuracy rate, F1
score, etc., which are shown in Table 2.We can also construct
confusion matrix based on these indicators, which is shown
in Table 3. In addition, we also draw the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
(KS) curve of the subjects to reflect the performance of the
model more vividly.

AR measures the overall predictive effectiveness of
model; however, it is not a reliable parameter as it yields
misleading results if the dataset is not balanced. ,e pa-
rameters mentioned above are calculated based on the
confusion matrix shown in Table 1. True positive (TP) refers
the number of defaults that are correctly predicted as de-
faults; false positive (FP) refers the number of nondefaults
that are mistakenly predicted as defaults; true negative (TN)
refers the number of nondefaults that are correctly predicted
as nondefault; false negative (FN) refers the number of
defaults that are mistakenly predicted as nondefaults. In
addition to these evaluation indexes, there are two very
important ML model prediction performance indicators,
such as AUC and KS curve.

3.3.1. ROC and AUC. When the output of the model
classifier is continuous, the AUC value can be used as the
evaluation standard, and its value range is AUC∈[0, 1]. If we
use f to represent a classifier, “x_ ”to represent negative
samples and“ X+” to represent positive samples, the output
result of f is (x_)< f (x+), the ROC curve of the classifier
passes through the point (0, 1), and the corresponding AUC
value is 1. ,e AUC value of the normal classifier is between
0.5 and 1; if the AUC value of a classifier is lower than 0.5, it
means that it is not as good as random guess.

,e AUC value is defined as the whole area value under
the ROC curve (shown in Figure 1). ROC curve can be
obtained by confusing TPR and FPR of matrix. With FPR as
the horizontal axis and TPR as the vertical axis, we can
obtain the corresponding sensitivity and specificity by giving
thresholds. Sensitivity means the probability of a major
classification determined as a major classification while
specificity means the probability of a minor classification
determined as a minor. Assuming that we have a large
number of adjustable thresholds, we can get a sensitivity-
specificity correlation diagram. ,at is to say, ROC curve is
the trajectory of sensitivity and specificity under different
thresholds. ,e closer the inflection point of ROC curve is to
the upper left corner, the larger the area under the curve is,
indicating that the model has better effect. On the contrary,
the closer the inflection point is to the diagonal line from the
upper right to the lower left, the smaller the area under the
curve is, indicating that the model is less effective.
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Generally, the AUC value is a probability value to judge
whether a model is good or bad. In this paper, we will judge
the advantages and disadvantages of the binary classification
prediction model with the help of AUC evaluation value. Its
evaluation ability is shown in Table 4.

3.3.2. KS Curve. KS curves (shown in Figure 2) are TPR
and FPR curves formed under different threshold levels,
which are mainly used to verify the distinguishing ability
of the model. In the financial risk control, the credit
scoring system is constructed, and KS value is often used
to measure the performance of the risk control model.
,rough KS value, we can measure the distinguishing
ability of the model from the maximum distance between
the cumulative percentage function curve between the
correctly predicted borrowers who have not defaulted
and the incorrectly predicted borrowers who have
overdue. ,e discrimination ability of KS value is shown
in Table 5.

4. Case Study

In this study, we chose a large P2P Internet lending platform
in China as the research case. We analyze the data of 30225
short-term loans from August to December 2018. According
to the different performance of the borrowers, they are
divided into different categories: D0 represents the bor-
rowers who are not overdue, that is, to repay the principal
and interest within the loan term; D1 is overdue less than
onemonth; although they did not repay the loan on time, the
overdue time was not too long; if a borrower is overdue for
more than one month, D2 is used. For short-term loans, the
overdue days are considered as serious overdue because once
the customer exceeds these time, the possibility of reper-
formance is relatively small. ,e reason for the above
classification of borrowers is to better carry out the following
analysis and model construction.

In order to facilitate the construction of the evaluation
model, a total of 24180 borrowers were classified as D0 and
D1 (“good borrowers”) and 6045 borrowers were classified
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Figure 1: ROC curve graph.

Table 4: AUC evaluation ability classification.

AUC value Evaluation ability
0.9–1 High accuracy
0.7–0.9 Some accuracy
0.5–0.7 Low accuracy
0–0.5 Not in conformity with the actual situation
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Figure 2: KS curve graph.

Table 5: KS value and model customer identification ability.

KS ,e ability to identify risk
<0.2 Null
0.2–0.4 A little
0.41–0.5 Strong
0.51–0.6 Stronger
0.61–0.75 Strongest
>0.75 Abnormal

Table 2: Evaluation index of ML model.

Evaluation index Formula
Accuracy rate (AR) (TP+TN)/(TP +TN+FN+FP)
Recall rate (Recall) TP/(TP + FN)
Or TPR —
FPR FP/(FP + FN)
Precision rate TP/(TP+ FP)
F1 score 2PR/(P+R)

Table 3: Confusion matrix.

Predicted value
Total

1 0

Actual
value

1 True positive
rate (TP)

False negative
rate (FN) TP+ FN

0 False positive
rate (FP)

True negative
rate (TN) FP+TN

Total TP+ FP FN+TN TP+FN+ FP+TN
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as D2 (“bad borrowers”), which accounts for nearly 80% and
20% of the total sample, respectively. ,e sample infor-
mation includes six dimensions including basic information
of borrowers such as education, income, age, gender, and so
on; credit card transaction records such as billing infor-
mation and repayment information; debit card payment
information; associated loan information; e-commerce
platform transaction information; and telecomputer oper-
ator information. According to the classification of the six
dimensions, we subdivide the variables. However, not all the
variable information values meet the minimum threshold set
by us, that is, the IV value is greater than 0.02, so we finally
selected 372 variables to prepare for modelling.

4.1. Credit Scoring Model

4.1.1. Variable Filtering. For the credit card scoring model,
generally only 10–15 variables need to be selected to build
the model. ,en, you need to filter the variables in advance.
,e standard for selecting variables is the size of their IV
values, and variables with too small IV values are not suitable
for selection into the model. In this study, the variables
whose IV value is greater than 0.05 and WOE trend is
monotonous are selected, and the variables whose correla-
tion coefficient is too high are removed. For example, if the
label of the variable is the bank number of the borrower and
the IV value is 0.056 through calculation, then this variable
will be selected to be added to the credit scoring model.
However, the IV value calculated by the average amount of
each consumption of the borrower in the last 90 days is
0.026, so the IV value of this variable is too small, and this
variable will be eliminated when constructing the model. In
addition, the calculated number of transactions consumed in
the last 30 days shows that the IV value is 0.082, but the
WOE trend is inconsistent, so this variable will also be
eliminated.

Following the above ideas, according to IV value, WOE
trend, correlation coefficient, and business logic principle, 16
variables are finally selected from different dimensions to
consider establishing the model, as shown in Table 6.

4.1.2. Credit Scoring Model. We use the method of logistic
regression to build the model because it is easy to monitor
and deploy, which is a common method to build credit
scoring model. Firstly, we check the coefficients of each
variable in the logistic regression method, and it is valid only
when the coefficients of variables are positive and variables
with negative coefficients will be deleted. Secondly, we set the
threshold of p value as 0.05, and if the p value of the variable
is greater than this significance level, it will be deleted. Fi-
nally, using the programming software, we get the credit
scoring model and convert the test set samples, and then we
get the scores, as shown in Table 7.

In Table 7, the score represents a range of points. GS is
the abbreviation for the number of good samples, followed
by the rate represents the ratio of good samples. BS is the
abbreviation for the number of bad samples, followed by the
ratio of bad samples. TS represents the number of all samples

and TR represents the ratio of all samples, and BR refers that
bad debt rate.

We can see from Table 7 that with the increase of credit
score, the number of good samples in the overall sample
shows an upward trend, except for slight decrease in indi-
vidual intervals, while the number of bad samples is de-
creasing in general. It shows that good samples should get
higher credit scores, while bad samples have lower credit
scores. In addition, good samples correspond to lower bad
debt rate, while bad samples have higher bad debt rate. From
the credit score results, the traditional model has some
functions in the credit risk of borrowers.

4.1.3. Model Performance Evaluation. ,e evaluation of
credit scoring model is mainly reflected by KS, AUC, GINI,
and other indicators. KS evaluates the model’s ability to
distinguish customers by calculating the maximum differ-
ence between the cumulative percentage of bad customers
and good customers; AUC is the standard for judging the
advantages and disadvantages of classifiers; GINI coefficient
is used to evaluate the risk differentiation ability of themodel
(Table 8).

As can be seen from Table 8, the KS scores of different
types of datasets in the credit scoring model are between 0.3
and 0.4, indicating that the ability of the model to identify
customers is not satisfactory and AUC value is between 0.7
and 0.8, indicating that the classifier is better than random
guess, and if the model threshold is set properly, there is a
certain predictive value; when the GINI value is about 0.5, it
indicates that the risk differentiation ability of the model is
acceptable.

4.2. ML Model. In this section, the methods related to this
work are presented in the following four aspects: data
cleaning and feature selection, processing of imbalanced
dataset, ML algorithm model setting, and analysis of the
result yielded by the proposed ML model.

Step 1. Data cleaning and feature selection.
In data cleaning, we focus on two issues: the processing

of empty points and the arrangement of outliers. ,ere are
usually four methods to deal with empty points: case de-
letion method, missing data calculation method, machine
learning method, and model-based process [42]. In this
study, we mainly deal with empty values based on experi-
ence. Specifically, we will delete the features that more than
95% of borrowers did not fill in. At the same time, we will
add new features to describe the remaining features. If it is
empty, use “1″”; otherwise, use “0.” In addition, the average
values of these features are calculated to fill the empty points.
As far as outliers are concerned, it has been proved that using
filters on outliers can improve model performance [43]. By
referring to other studies [8], we detect outliers manually
and keep reasonable outliers. At the same time, the upper
and lower values of the box chart are used to replace the
abnormal values. In addition, the feature values are stan-
dardized and scaled so that they fall within the specified
range of [0, 1].
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,e next work is feature selection which could improve
the operation efficiency and the prediction result of classifier.
Generally, subset selection can be used to improve the
performance of feature selection process, such as wrappers,
filters, and embedding method [44, 45]. According to ref-
erence [8], this study adopts a tree-based feature selection
method, which is an embedded method, namely, feature
selection based on random forest model [46]. Random forest
can be used not only to calculate the importance of different
features but also to delete irrelevant features.

Step 2. Processing of imbalanced data.
Most of the studies on credit risk assessment models for

Internet financial institutions are based on imbalanced data,
which means the number of nondefault cases is usually
larger than the default ones; if we ignore the class imbalance
problem to buid a classification model, we might obtain a
model that has high accuracy for the determination of
nondefaults but extremely low accuracy for default. To solve
this issue, this paper tries to deal with SMOTE algorithm.

In the dataset of this study, because the sample size of
defaulting borrowers accounts for less than 10% of the
total sample, it belongs to unbalanced sample. If the
misjudgment rate is used as the evaluation index of the
model, the data in this paper may have a relatively large
risk, and it is impossible to get a valuable model. ,e
SMOTE algorithm artificially synthesizes new samples
based on a small number of samples, and adds the syn-
thesized new samples to the data set. ,e basic idea of
SMOTE algorithm is to find the distribution space of small
class samples according to the partial characteristics of
two kinds of samples in p-dimensional space and finally
generate new small class samples between small class
samples and small class samples. Referring to [47], the
algorithm flow is as follows:

(i) Taking Euclidean distance as the standard, for each
sample $× $ in a small sample class, the distance
from it to all samples in the minority sample set
$S_min$ is calculated, and its k-nearest neighbour is
obtained.

Table 6: Variables selected into the model.

Bank of deposit 0.053
Number of credit cards 0.052
Maximum credit card limit in recent 1 month 0.084
Maximum overdue days of short-term loans 0.286
,e salary per month 0.249
,e standard deviation of the number of SMS messages sent at night in the last three months 0.072
,e standard deviation of the frequency of answering unlabeled numbers at night in recent two months 0.075
Debit card ratio 0.073
Bill number 0.069
Amount to be paid under credit products 0.065
Average consumption in recent 30 days 0.063
Total data months 0.068
,e proportion of credit cards with bills in the last 60 days 0.066
Balance of credit products 0.062
Percentage standard deviation of dialing all numbers at night in recent 60 days 0.060
Bank of deposit 0.061

Table 7: Test set sample score.

Score: GS GS rate (%) BS BS rate (%) TS TR (%) BR (%)
[low, 575] 366 6.01 542 24.63 908 10.02 51.28
[576, 585] 518 8.31 396 15.32 914 9.65 32.32
[586, 595] 722 9.35 345 15.2 1067 10.86 30.19
[595, 601] 699 9.35 263 10.36 962 9.52 21.25
[602, 608] 885 10.52 132 9.52 1017 10.27 18.77
[609, 615] 887 10.36 106 7.02 988 9.65 14.38
[616, 622] 896 10.89 96 5.99 992 9.68 12.35
[623, 630] 902 11.96 90 5.26 992 10.05 10.37
[631, 641] 932 11.68 68 3.88 1000 10.01 7.85
[642, high] 941 12.05 35 1.38 976 9.68 2.73

Table 8: Result evaluation of credit scoring model.

Data classification KS AUC GINI
Training set 0.3628 0.7269 0.4696
Validation set 0.3265 0.7225 0.4426
Testing set 0.3269 0.7244 0.4535
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(ii) ,e sampling rate is set according to the sample
imbalance ratio to determine the sampling rate $N$.

(iii) For each minority sample $× $, it is randomly se-
lected from its k-nearest neighbours, if the selected
nearest neighbour is $/hat{x}$.

(iv) For every randomly selected nearest neighbour
$/hat{x}$, build new sample by the formula

xnew � x + r and(0, 1) ×(x − x). (15)

,e specific idea of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
By using SMOTE algorithm, the data distribution in this

paper tended to be balanced. ,e ratio of expected default to
expected nondefault is 1 :1.33, which makes the sample
category basically balanced.

Step 3. ML model setting.
In this section, we employ grid search to set a series of

hyperparameters, which is a fundamental parameter opti-
mization method. And it will substantially divide the
hyperparameter into the grids with same length in the
certain rang of coordinate system. Every point in the co-
ordinate system represents a set of hyperparameters, and
then we could adopt every point in a certain interval into our
model to verify the performance of the algorithm. ,e point
that performs best is called best hyperparameter. In other
word, the algorithm of grid search is to traverse the points
corresponding to all grids.

Grid search was used to optimize the combination of
hyperparameters within 5 cross-validations [47]. Since grid
search uses an exhaustive search of predefined hyper-
parameter space, we provide the search space for these al-
gorithms here: number of iterations was set in the range of
100 to 500, the depth of trees is in the range of 5 to 25, and
learning rate is in the mathematical set of (0.001,0.01,0.1,1).
,e lowest gradient descent of loss function is set to 0.
Besides this, SONNIA (2016) was used to generate the SOMs
in this work [48]. Parameters were set as default.

Step 4. Results and analysis.
,e data processing speed of machine learning is cal-

culated by programming: “start� time. Perf _ counter ( ),
End� time. Perf_counter ( ), T�end-start,” and we get the
speed of the ML model to deal with selected variables is 9
milliseconds which is very fast.

,e application of ML model should consider the actual
business situation of the organization. For Internet financial
institutions, setting up a strict preloan approval system and
granting loans only to customers with high credit scores can
reduce the credit risk to some extent, but it will lead to a large
number of customers unable to carry out transactions due to
lack of qualifications, which will affect their business results.
Based on this situation, this experiment considers different
prediction results of ML model under different preset
probabilities, as shown in Table 9.

In Table 9, PP is an abbreviation for the preset proba-
bility value. GS represents cumulative good samples, and GB
represents cumulative bad samples. ,e passing rate is

expressed by PR, and ER stands for the error rate.,e values
of each item are reserved with four digits after the decimal
point. It can be seen from Table 8 that the model can
achieve the highest KS value of 0.4936 with the preset
probability of 0.6∼0.65, which means that a loan customer
can pass the screening only when the probability of pre-
dicting a good customer is greater than 0.6. Under this
standard, 59.98% of the applicants have passed the loan
application. However, the error rate of the model is 7.44%,
which means that 7.44% of the bad samples are wrongly
judged as good samples.

Because the low pass rate will also affect the financial
performance, the operators engaged in the Internet finance
industry should comprehensively measure and compare the
KS value, pass rate, and misplacement rate from the per-
spective of realizing business and then choose a preset
probability threshold that best meets its operating condi-
tions. By comparing Tables 8 and 9, we can see the difference
between the traditional credit scoring model and the ML
model. Under the preset probability of 0.6, the KS value of
traditional credit scoring model is 0.3269, while the result of
ML model is 0.4936. ,is shows that under this preset
probability, the prediction ability of ML model is obviously
better than that of traditional credit card scoring model.

Xi

f1

f2

Xi

(a)

f1

f2

Generated synthetic
instance

Xi

Xi

(b)

Figure 3: SMOTE algorithm principle.
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4.3. Validation of the XGBoostML-BasedModel in(is Paper.
In order to verify the effectiveness of ML algorithm in the
credit risk management of Internet financial industry, this
paper selects a large Internet financial lending platform in
China as a research case and compares the performance of
the traditional model and the model proposed in this paper.
In order to further enhance the comparability of the model,

more methods are introduced to compare the simulation
and experimental results. We compare the results of credit
scoring model which based on logistic regression, neural
network method and support vector machine learning
method for data grouping processing [49] with the results of
the method proposed in this study [50]. Referring to other
research ideas [30], we compare the simulation figures of

Table 9: ML model prediction results.

PP GS DS KS PR ER
[0.50, 0.55] 0.1444 0.5269 0.4165 0.7023 0.0992
[0.55. 0.60] 0.1818 0.5986 0.4930 0.6032 0.0861
[0.60, 0.65] 0.2635 0.6320 0.4936 0.5998 0.0744
[0.65, 0.70] 0.2895 0.6598 0.4360 0.5366 0.0634
[0.70, 0.75] 0.3265 0.7998 0.3963 0.5183 0.0588
[0.75, 0.80] 0.3984 0.7911 0.3641 0.4880 0.0481
[0.80, 0.85] 0.4698 0.8698 0.3201 0.4609 0.0307
[0.85, 0.90] 0.5024 0.9269 0.3004 0.3504 0.0287
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different experimental results. Figures 4 and 5 show the ROC
based on training set and test set data, respectively, and
Table 10 shows the classification accuracy, which comes
from the optimal cutoff point 0.6 when default accuracy
equates to nondefault accuracy based on test data.

We can see from Figures 4 and 5 that the AUC value of
XGBoost classifier is the best based on the same test data. At
the same time, Table 10 shows that the overall accuracy rate
of the proposed Internet financial risk assessment model is
the best (90.1%), which is better than the traditional logistic
regression model (70.1%), support vector machine (77.4%),
and GMDH (75.1%). When dealing with the same dataset
and training set, the performance of this method is better
than other classifiers.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an improved ML-based technique
for credit card scoring in Internet financial risk control,
which has better performance than the traditional credit
scoring modern in Internet financial risk control. Because
the traditional credit evaluation model is complicated and
has strict research on the selection of variables, it has some
limitations. And this method has strict data requirements
that in the Internet age, there is a limitation that it cannot
analyze the personal credit data with high dimension, high
complexity, and nonlinearity. However, with the deep in-
tegration of Internet era and traditional financial industry,
the vigorous development of Internet financial industry is
the inevitable trend of social development. At the same time,
financial institutions engaged in Internet financial business
will process a large number of customer data, which is more
important for the control of credit risk. ,erefore, we must
consider which method to use to carry out the credit risk of
the Internet financial industry, and ML algorithm has be-
come a good alternative.,emain contribution of this paper
is to propose the application of ML algorithm to financial
risk control in the field of Internet finance because it can
show better performance than the traditional credit scoring
model and better match with the background of big data.
,erefore, this paper has a certain reference value for the risk
management practice of the Internet financial industry.

,e proposed ML model is tested on an Internet fi-
nancial platform in China. ,e experimental results

indicated that the process of building up model and dealing
with data is more efficient. Compared with the traditional
credit scoring model, ML algorithm can process a large
number of data in a very short time to meet the requirements
of Internet financial institutions to process a large number of
customer information. In addition, there are no strict re-
strictions on the data processed by ML algorithms. In order
to improve the performance of the model prediction results,
we can set model parameters in advance, add variables to the
model, and then eliminate the variables that contribute less
to the model according to the importance of features. ,e
experimental results show that only when the probability
that a loan applicant is predicted to be a good customer is
greater than 0.6, can the loan application be screened. At this
time, the KS value obtained by the ML model is 0.4936,
which exceeds the KS value of the traditional credit scoring
model of 0.3269. ,is indicates that the ML model has
certain advantages in the application of Internet financial
risk control.
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